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The Macrobiotic diet has been rated by many doctors and scientists as one of the most effective
to fight Breast cancer. It is not one of these new fad diets. It has its roots from several centuries
ago, and it can be trusted.I used this diet myself after being diagnosed with liver and large
intestines cancer back in 1991, and successfully cured myself.I studied Macrobiotic for many
years and have been advising clients since 1994. Many of my customers who have followed the
Macrobiotic recommendations I gave them have also cured themselves.Breast Cancer is
basically your body telling you that you have accumulated a great quantity of toxins. It is a
warning, and your body is very clever as it creates a dustbin (tumors) where to concentrate all
the poisonous substances.I am sure that you understand that just removing the dustbin will not
cure your cancer. What must be done is to find out the reasons why you have accumulated so
much toxins, prevent the input of more and remove the existing rubbish.This can be done
through a strict diet and through making the other changes explained in my other eBook
"Important Recommendations for Breast Cancer Patients".Once you have removed the rubbish,
you must replace it with important ingredients that will boost your immune system and effectively
fight your cancer. Please note that a strong immune system is the only way to beat cancer.This
eBook is only priced at $9.95, you have nothing to lose and all to gain when purchasing it.



This document is best viewed with theto see my links. Powerful Macrobiotic Diet To Fight Breast
CancerPlease follow my dietary recommendations precisely. They are based on centuries old
wisdom from past Macrobiotic teachers and have stood the test of time.Do not cheat, your
healing depends on it. The advice in this eBook is only for Breast cancer. If you suffer from
another form of cancer, you will need different advice. Check my “” website for the other cancers
I give precise Macrobiotic advice on.Who am I?My name is Patrick. I was diagnosed with cancer
of the liver and large intestines back in 1991. I cured myself with Macrobiotics..Do You Need
More Help?Should you need more help after reading this eBook, I give a flexible 30 minutes
consultation at the reduced price of $50. I also give a two hour consultation with unlimited
support thereafter for $250. . If you have a quick question you’d like me to answer , it’s free. Other
Things You Must DoTo further increase your chances of recovery, you should also:Use Special
remedies to help eliminate the causes of your tumors.Take vitamins and minerals supplements,
but be careful, some supplements on the market should be avoided as they are no good at
all.Apply an external compress to your breast to facilitate the discharge and help prevent the
tumor from spreading.Change your lifestyle habits. This is very important as some of your
existing habits may prevent the discharge of toxins or even encourage the growth of your
tumors.You must exercise, but not any exercise as some would be negative to your health.You
must work on your emotions, and it is easy when you know what potent tools to use. 
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Help? Other Things You Must Do Table Of Contents Recommended
Suppliers Foods To Remove From Your Diet What Happens After The 3
Months? Do You Need More Help? Other Things You Must Do Foods To
Eat Vegetables Organic Cereal Grains Drinks Condiments to
use Brine Pickles: Sea Vegetables Cooking recommendations Eating
habits General Dietary Recommendations Some Recipes Sesame salt
(Gomasio) Miso soup Organic brown rice Breakfast with rice
leftover Steamed Greens Quick Water Sautéed vegetables Blanched/
boiled salad & blanched vegetables Pumpkin Kombu and Azuki beans Lentils with
squash Arame Seaweed with onions Recommended Suppliers World
Suppliers US Suppliers UK Suppliers Do You Need More
Help? Glossary Recommended Suppliers Throughout this document, I have
pointed you to the products I recommend you use (underlined in blue). is the company I trust for
grocery and herbs supplies in the US. They ship to most countries in the world and stock over
35,000 top quality health food, cosmetic, cleaning, etc.. products. You will get between $5 and
$10 off your first order when you use one of the links I have supplied you with. is my favorite
supplier in the UK. For your convenience I have kept the links to the above 2 companies at the
bottom of each page in this document.Foods ToRemove From Your Diet The following foods
need to be removed from your diet for the next three months if you suffer from breast cancer, as
they contribute to keeping your cancer alive. I know that this is a lot of foods to remove, but you
must do it if you want to get rid of your cancer. If there is a food you've never come across,
check the glossary at the end of this document. In alphabetical sequence:• alcohol
ALL• animal food - avoid ALL for 3 months• beef• bread all except (on
occasion) unyeasted, no sugar sourdough or rye bread• buckwheat noodles•
butter• cakes• candies• canned food• carob• cheese (all)•
chicken
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